Graduate Exam Flow Chart -- Rochester ECE Department

- Accepted into the 3-2 MS Program
  - PLAN A THESIS
    - PLAN A THESIS DEFENSE
      - MS in ECE
  - PLAN B (term project OR essay OR oral exit exam)
    - informal
      - informal outcomes letter
      - continue MS program and/or apply to PhD program
    - MS in EE

- Accepted into the Graduate MS Program
  - PART 1 - Written Part A (morning) & Part B (afternoon)
  - COMPREHENSIVE EXAM
  - PART 2 - Area Exam by Committee
  - PhD QUALIFYING EXAM
  - PhD THESIS DEFENSE
    - PhD in EE

- Accepted into the PhD Program
  - may retake once only
  - MS in EE
  - PhD in EE
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